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ABSTRACT

Liquid–liquid phase separation (LLPS) contributes to
the spatial and functional segregation of molecular
processes within the cell nucleus. However, the role
played by LLPS in chromatin folding in living cells re-
mains unclear. Here, using stochastic optical recon-
struction microscopy (STORM) and Hi-C techniques,
we studied the effects of 1,6-hexanediol (1,6-HD)-
mediated LLPS disruption/modulation on higher-
order chromatin organization in living cells. We found
that 1,6-HD treatment caused the enlargement of nu-
cleosome clutches and their more uniform distribu-
tion in the nuclear space. At a megabase-scale, chro-
matin underwent moderate but irreversible pertur-
bations that resulted in the partial mixing of A and
B compartments. The removal of 1,6-HD from the
culture medium did not allow chromatin to acquire
initial configurations, and resulted in more compact
repressed chromatin than in untreated cells. 1,6-HD
treatment also weakened enhancer-promoter interac-
tions and TAD insulation but did not considerably af-
fect CTCF-dependent loops. Our results suggest that
1,6-HD-sensitive LLPS plays a limited role in chro-

matin spatial organization by constraining its folding
patterns and facilitating compartmentalization at dif-
ferent levels.

INTRODUCTION

The modern concept of hierarchical chromatin folding in
the eukaryotic cell nucleus is based on the results of Hi-
C analyses (1). Eukaryotic chromosomes are partitioned
into semi-independent topologically associating domains
(TADs) (2,3), which are typically composed of chromatin
loops (4). Low-resolution analyses have demonstrated that
active and repressed chromatin are spatially segregated into
A and B chromatin compartments, respectively (1), which
are comprised of smaller compartmental domains (5). Re-
cent evidence suggests that the basic spatial organization of
the genome relies on the interplay between active DNA loop
extrusion and the passive spatial segregation of chromatin
domains enriched in particular sets of epigenetic marks
(such as active and inactive chromatin domains) (5–8). Al-
though the DNA loop extrusion machinery has been prop-
erly characterized (9,10), the processes/forces that medi-
ate the spatial segregation of active and inactive chromatin
remain poorly understood. Recent studies have disclosed
the important role played by liquid–liquid phase separation
(LLPS) in the functional compartmentalization of the eu-
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karyotic cell nucleus, particularly in the assembly of various
nuclear bodies, such as the nucleolus, splicing speckles, and
Cajal bodies (11–15). The proteins that participate in the
formation of phase-separated condensates frequently pos-
sess intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs) (16–18). These
IDRs may mediate weak-affinity and non-specific interac-
tions with multiple target sites that trigger the LLPS (19).
IDRs are present in many proteins involved in the assembly
of repressive chromatin domains (histone H1, heterochro-
matin protein one (HP1) and chromobox 2 (CBX2) sub-
unit of mammalian PRC1 complex), which enables these
factors to form liquid condensates, both in vitro and in vivo
(20–23). On the other hand, the components of the tran-
scriptional machinery, including RNA polymerase II (24),
Mediator complex subunits (25), and various transcription
factors (26), also possess IDRs and are capable of forming
complex phase-separated condensates at enhancers (27,28).
The assembly of activating domains at enhancers and the
clustering of RNA polymerase II molecules at transcription
hubs or factories via phase separation appears to be func-
tionally relevant (28–33). Therefore, the formation of dif-
ferent types of phase-separated chromatin condensates may
underlie the segregation of the A and B chromatin com-
partments (34,35). In addition to the direct LLPS-driven
segregation of chromatin domains bearing different epige-
netic marks, the spatial clustering of active and repressed
chromatin domains may also be mediated by their differen-
tial interactions with nuclear bodies, such as nucleoli and
nuclear speckles (36). The disruption of nuclear speckles
was shown to reduce spatial chromatin interactions within
the active compartment (37). Considering that nucleoli and
nuclear speckles are LLPS-dependent membrane-free com-
partments (17), LLPS is likely to contribute to the spatial
segregation of A and B chromatin compartments, both di-
rectly and indirectly.

To obtain further insights into the possible roles played
by LLPS in 3-dimensional (3D) genome organization, here,
we studied the effects of 1,6-hexanediol (1,6-HD), an agent
known to disrupt liquid-phase condensates (28), on chro-
matin folding in HeLa cells. Using stochastic optical re-
construction microscopy (STORM) and Hi-C analysis, we
demonstrate that the suppression of LLPS leads to the par-
tial decondensation of compact nucleosome clutches, irre-
versibly changes the internal structures of A and B chro-
matin compartments, and slightly compromises their spa-
tial segregation. At the level of TADs, 1,6-HD-driven alter-
ation of LLPS changes chromatin compaction and weakens
enhancer-promoter loops. Upon the restoration of LLPS
after 1,6-HD removal the repressed chromatin does not re-
turn to its initial state but instead acquires a novel, more
compact configuration.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture and treatments

Human HeLa cells were obtained from ATCC. All
cells were grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium
(DMEM), supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum. To ob-
tain transiently permeabilized cells, HeLa cells were incu-
bated with 1% Tween 20 in Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered
saline (DPBS) for 10 min at room temperature, washed

twice with DPBS, and transferred to culture medium.
To obtain 1,6-HD-treated cells, transiently-permeabilized
HeLa cells were incubated with 5% 1,6-HD (Sigma-Aldrich,
#240117) in culture medium at room temperature, washed
twice with DPBS, and transferred to culture medium. For
recovery experiments, HeLa cells that were treated with 1,6-
HD were incubated in culture medium for 1.5 h at 37◦C.
Treatment with 2,5-hexanediol (2,5-HD; Sigma-Aldrich,
#H11904) was performed as described for 1,6-HD. The
number of caspase-3/7-positive cells was measured using
CellEvent Caspase-3/7 Green Detection Reagent (Invitro-
gen), according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Measurement of transcriptional activity

For 5-ethyniluridine (EU) incorporation, cells were incu-
bated with 200 �M EU (Jena Bioscience) for 15 min at
37◦C. After this incubation, cells were washed three times
with PBS and fixed in 100% cold (–20◦C) methanol for 10
min before staining. The cells were washed three times with
PBS and processed using a Click-iT EU Imaging Kit (Life
Technologies), according to the manufacturer’s recommen-
dations. The integrated intensities of EU fluorescence were
analyzed using CellProfiler software.

Immunofluorescence

For immunostaining, cells were grown on microscope slides.
All samples were fixed in 100% cold methanol (−20◦C)
for 10 min. After washing in PBS, cells were pre-incubated
with 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in PBS, with 0.05%
Tween 20, for 30 min and were then incubated with an-
tibodies (anti-coilin, Abcam, #ab87913; anti-H2B, Active
Motif, #61037) in PBS, supplemented with 1% BSA and
0.05% Tween 20, for 1 h at room temperature. After the in-
cubation, cells were washed three times with PBS, supple-
mented with 0.2% BSA and 0.05% Tween 20. The primary
antibodies bound to antigens were visualized using Alexa
Fluor 488- or Alexa Fluor 594-conjugated secondary anti-
bodies. The DNA was counterstained with 4,6-diamino-2-
phenylindole (DAPI) for 10 min at room temperature. The
samples were mounted using Dako fluorescent mounting
medium (Life Technologies). The immunostained samples
were analyzed using a Zeiss AxioScope A.1 fluorescence
microscope (objectives: Zeiss N-Achroplan 40×/0.65 and
EC Plan-Neofluar 100×/1.3 oil; camera: Zeiss AxioCam
MRm; acquisition software: Zeiss AxioVision Rel. 4.8.2;
Jena, Germany). The images were processed using ImageJ
software (version 1.44).

Samples for Structured Illumination Microscopy (SIM)
were mounted in Dako fluorescent mounting medium (Life
Technologies) and examined using a Nikon N-SIM micro-
scope (100×/1.49 NA oil immersion objective, 488 and 561
nm diode laser excitation). Image stacks (z-steps of 0.2 �m)
were acquired with EMCCD camera (iXon 897, An- dor,
effective pixel size 60 nm). Exposure conditions were ad-
justed to get a typical yield about 5000 max counts (16-bit
raw image) while keeping bleaching minimal. Image acqui-
sition, SIM image reconstruction and data alignment were
performed using NIS-Elements (Nikon). The identification
and analysis of SC35 domains were performed as previously
described (38).
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Western blot analysis

For chromatin fractionation experiments, cells were perme-
abilized in RSB buffer containing 10 mM HEPES–NaOH
(pH 7.5), 1.5 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM EDTA, 10 mM KCl, 0.5%
NP40, phosphatase, and protease inhibitors. After incuba-
tion at 4◦C for 10 min, cells were collected by centrifugation
at 1000 × g for 5 min. Cells were then incubated in RSB
buffer containing 100 mM NaCl. After incubation at 4◦C
for 10 min, the first soluble fraction (0.1 fraction) was sepa-
rated by centrifugation at 10 000 × g for 10 min. Cells were
then incubated in RSB buffer containing 400 mM NaCl. Af-
ter incubation at 4◦C for 1 h, the second soluble fraction
(0.4 fraction) was separated by centrifugation at 8000 × g
for 10 min. The insoluble chromatin fraction (pellet) was
then sonicated in RSB buffer at 50% amplitude for 30 s with
a VirSonic 100 ultrasonic cell disrupter. Immunoblotting
was run as described (39). The following antibodies were
used: CTCF (Active Motif, 61311; 1:2000), Rad21 (Abcam,
ab992; 1:2000), HP1 (Abcam, ab109028, 1:2000), and his-
tone H2B (Active Motif, 39125; 1:2000).

OptoDroplet analysis

HeLa cells were transfected using XFect reagent with the
pHR-FUSN-mCh-Cry2WT plasmid (40), which was a gift
from Clifford Brangwynne (Addgene plasmid # 101223).
OptoDroplet formation was observed using a Nikon Eclipse
Ti-E inverted fluorescence microscope equipped with a
Nikon Intensilight C-HGFI light source. Acquisitions were
performed using the 100× objective, with the TexasRed fil-
ter set for the visualization of the mCherry signal and the
FITC filter set for Cry2 activation.

STORM sample preparation and image acquisition

To perform immunostaining, the culture medium was aspi-
rated, and the cells were washed with 1× PBS once and fixed
in 1% formaldehyde 15 min and then in 100% methanol
for 10 min at −20◦C. After washing once with 1× PBS, the
cells were incubated with H2B antibodies diluted in block-
ing buffer (1% BSA in 1× PBS with 0.05% Tween 20), at 4◦C
overnight. The cells were washed three times with 1× PBS,
for 5 min per wash, and the Alexa Fluor 647-conjugated
secondary antibody in the blocking buffer was added to the
sample for 1 h, protected from light. The cells were washed
three times with 1× PBS and stored in 1× PBS before imag-
ing. Immediately before imaging, the buffer was replaced
with STORM imaging buffer, containing 10% (w/v) glu-
cose (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.56 mg/ml glucose oxidase (Sigma-
Aldrich), 0.17 mg/ml catalase (Sigma-Aldrich), and 0.14
M �-mercaptoethanol (Sigma-Aldrich). All imaging exper-
iments were performed using a commercial ONI Nanoim-
ager microscope system. Laser light at 647 nm was used to
excite Alexa Fluor 647. The emitted light was collected by
an oil immersion 100×, 1.49 NA objective and imaged onto
a scientific CMOS (sCMOS) camera. For STORM imaging,
50 000 frames were acquired at an exposure time of 10 ms.
The reconstruction of the super-resolution image was per-
formed using NimOS software from ONI.

STORM image analysis

Spatial analysis of H2B was performed as previously de-
scribed (41). Briefly, for each extracted nucleus from a
reconstructed STORM image, the bottom 10% of signal
intensities were discarded as background. Next, we sep-
arated each nucleus into 50 × 50 px squares. For each
square, we calculated L- and G-functions, using a custom
python code (available at GitHub page: https://github.com/
ArtemLuzhin/STORM-microscopy-analysis). As a con-
trol, we shuffled the values in each square and then calcu-
lated the L- and G-functions for the shuffled squares. The
L-function plots were obtained as the ratio between the
L-function and the G-function for both raw and shuffled
squares.

Hi-C library preparation

Hi-C libraries were prepared as described previously (42),
with minor modifications. A total of 5–10 million cells
were fixed in 1× PBS containing 2% formaldehyde (Sigma-
Aldrich) for 10 min, with occasional mixing. The reaction
was quenched with by the addition of 2 M glycine (Sigma-
Aldrich), to a final concentration of 125 mM. Cells were
pelleted by centrifugation (1000 × g, 10 min, 4◦C), resus-
pended in 50 �l 1× PBS, snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and
stored at −80◦C. Cells were lysed in 1.5 ml isotonic buffer
[50 mM Tris–HCl pH 8.0 (Sigma-Aldrich), 150 mM NaCl
(Sigma-Aldrich), 0.5% (v/v) NP-40 substitute (Fluka), 1%
(v/v) Triton-X100 (Sigma-Aldrich), 1 × Halt™ Protease In-
hibitor Cocktail (Thermo Scientific)], on ice for 15 min.
Cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 2500 × g for 5 min,
resuspended in 100 �l 1× DpnII buffer (New England Bio-
labs), and pelleted again. The pellet was resuspended in 200
�l 0.3% SDS (Sigma-Aldrich) in 1.1× DpnII buffer (New
England Biolabs) and incubated at 37◦C for 1 h. Then, 330
�l 1.1× DpnII buffer and 53 �l 20% Triton X-100 were
added, and the suspension was incubated at 37◦C for 1 h.
Next, 600 U DpnII enzyme (New England Biolabs) were
added, and the chromatin was digested overnight (14–16
h), at 37◦C, with shaking (1,400 rpm). In the morning, 200
U DpnII enzyme was added, and the cells were incubated
for 2 h. DpnII was then inactivated by incubation at 65◦C
for 20 min. The nuclei were harvested for 10 min at 5000 ×
g, washed with 100 �l 1× NEBuffer 2 (New England Bio-
labs), and resuspended in 125 �l 1.2× NEBuffer 2. Cohesive
DNA ends were biotinylated by adding 25 �l biotin fill-in
mixture [0.025 mM dATP (Thermo Scientific), 0.025 mM
dGTP (Thermo Scientific), 0.025 mM dTTP (Thermo Sci-
entific), 0.025 mM biotin-14-dCTP (Invitrogen), 0.8 U/�l
Klenow enzyme (New England Biolabs)]. The samples were
incubated at 37◦C for 75 min, with shaking (1400 rpm). Nu-
clei were pelleted by centrifugation at 3000 × g for 5 min,
resuspended in 300 �l 1× T4 DNA ligase buffer (Thermo
Scientific), and pelleted again. The pellet was resuspended
in 300 �l 1× T4 DNA ligase buffer, and 75 U T4 DNA lig-
ase (Thermo Scientific) was added. Chromatin fragments
were ligated at 20◦C for 6 h. The cross-links were reversed by
overnight incubation at 65◦C in the presence of proteinase
K (100 �g/ml) (Sigma-Aldrich). After cross-link reversal,
the DNA was purified by single phenol-chloroform extrac-
tion, followed by ethanol precipitation [glycogen (Thermo
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Scientific) at a concentration of 20 �g/ml was used as co-
precipitator]. After precipitation, the pellets were dissolved
in 100 �l 10 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0. To remove residual
RNA, samples were treated with 50 �g RNase A (Thermo
Scientific) for 45 min at 37◦C. To remove residual salts and
DTT, the DNA was purified using Agencourt AMPure XP
beads (Beckman Coulter). Biotinylated nucleotides from
the non-ligated DNA ends were removed by incubating
the Hi-C libraries (2 �g) in the presence of 6 U T4 DNA
polymerase (New England Biolabs) in NEBuffer 2, supple-
mented with 0.025 mM dATP and 0.025 mM dGTP, at 20◦C
for 4 h. Next, the DNA was purified using Agencourt AM-
Pure XP beads. The DNA was then dissolved in 500 �l son-
ication buffer (50 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0, 10 mM EDTA,
0.1% SDS) and was sheared to a size of ∼100–1000 bp, us-
ing a VirSonic 100 (VerTis). The samples were concentrated
(and simultaneously purified), using AMICON Ultra Cen-
trifugal Filter Units (Merck), to a total volume of approxi-
mately 50 �l. The DNA ends were repaired by adding 62.5
�l MQ water, 14 �l 10× T4 DNA ligase reaction buffer,
3.5 �l 10 mM dNTP mix (Thermo Scientific), 5 �l 3 U/�l
T4 DNA polymerase (New England Biolabs), 5 �l 10 U/�l
T4 polynucleotide kinase (New England Biolabs), and 1 �l
5 U/�l Klenow DNA polymerase (New England Biolabs)
and incubating at 20◦C for 30 min. The DNA was purified
with Agencourt AMPure XP beads and eluted with 50 �l
10 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.0). To perform an A-tailing reac-
tion, the DNA samples were supplemented with 6 �l 10×
NEBuffer 2, 1.2 �l 10 mM dATP, 1 �l MQ water and 3.6
�l 5 U/�l Klenow (exo-) (New England Biolabs). The reac-
tions were performed for 30 min at 37◦C in a PCR machine,
and the enzyme was then heat-inactivated by incubation at
65◦C for 20 min. The DNA was purified using Agencourt
AMPure XP beads and eluted with 200 �l 10 mM Tris–HCl
(pH 8.0). Biotin pulldown of the ligation junctions was per-
formed as described previously, with minor modifications.
Briefly, 10 �l MyOne Dynabeads Streptavidin C1 (Invit-
rogen) beads were used to capture the biotinylated DNA,
and the volumes of all buffers were decreased by 4-fold. The
washed beads attached to captured ligation junctions were
resuspended in 50 �l adapter ligation mixture, composed of
41.5 �l MQ water, 5 �l 10× T4 DNA ligase reaction buffer
(Thermo Scientific), 2.5 �l Illumina TruSeq adapters and 1
�l 5 U/�l T4 DNA ligase (Thermo Scientific). Adapter lig-
ation was performed at 22◦C, for 2.5 h, and the beads were
washed twice with 100 �l TWB [5 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0, 0.5
mM EDTA, 1 M NaCl, 0.05% Tween-20 (Sigma-Aldrich)],
once with 100 �l 1× binding buffer (10 mM Tris–HCl, pH
8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 2 M NaCl), and once with 100 �l CWB
(10 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0 and 50 mM NaCl), and then re-
suspended in 20 �l MQ water. Test PCR reactions contain-
ing 4 �l streptavidin-bound Hi-C library were performed to
determine the optimal number of PCR cycles necessary to
generate sufficient PCR products for sequencing. The PCR
reactions were performed using KAPA High Fidelity DNA
Polymerase (KAPA) and Illumina PE1.0 and PE2.0 PCR
primers (10 pmol each). The temperature profile was 5 min
at 98◦C, followed by 6, 9, 12, 15 and 18 cycles of 20 s at 98◦C,
15 s at 65◦C, and 20 s at 72◦C. The PCR reactions were sepa-
rated on a 2% agarose gel supplemented with ethidium bro-
mide, and the number of PCR cycles necessary to obtain a

sufficient amount of DNA was determined based on the vi-
sual inspection of gels (typically 9–12 cycles). Four prepar-
ative PCR reactions were performed for each sample. The
PCR mixtures were combined, and the products were puri-
fied using Agencourt AMPure XP beads.

Hi-C data processing

Hi-C reads were mapped to the reference human genome
hg19 assembly using Bowtie v2.2.3 (43) with the ‘–very-
sensitive’ mode and the iterative mapping procedure imple-
mented in hiclib (https://bitbucket.org/mirnylab/hiclib), as
described previously (44). The minimal read size was set to
25 bp and the iterative mapping step was increasing by 5
bp until a maximal read length was reached. We then fil-
tered out non-uniquely mapped reads, ‘same fragment’ and
‘dangling end’ reads, PCR duplicates, reads from restriction
fragments shorter than 100 bp and longer than 100 kb, and
reads from the top 0.5% of restriction fragments with the
greatest number of reads. The remaining read pairs were
aggregated into genomic bins of different sizes to produce
Hi-C contact matrices. To remove low coverage bins and it-
eratively correct the contact matrices we used cooler v0.7.9
balance function with default parameters (45). As biolog-
ical replicates in all experiments demonstrated a high cor-
relation (Pearson’s r > 0.96), they were pooled together for
downstream analyses. Statistics of the Hi-C data processing
can be found in Supplementary Table S1.

Pc(s) curves

P c(s) curves were computed using hiclib and the range be-
tween 20 kb and 100 Mb was extracted.

Chromatin compartment annotation and analysis

Compartment annotation. Chromatin compartments were
annotated using principal component analysis (PCA)
implemented in the cooltools v0.3.2 call-compartments
function (https://github.com/open2c/cooltools) for 100-kb-
resolution contact matrices. Per the established convention,
the orientation of the PC1 eigenvector was selected such
that it correlated positively with GC content. Consequently,
B-compartment bins are those with negative PC1 eigenvec-
tor values, and A compartment bins are those with positive
values.

Validation of the compartment signal. To validate the an-
notated compartments, we used ENCODE datasets (46) for
the HeLa cell line (Supplementary Table S2). Raw RNA-seq
reads from two biological replicates were mapped to the ref-
erence human genome hg19 assembly using STAR v2.6.1c
(47) with default parameters and merged. Unmapped and
low-mapping-quality reads were removed using SAMtools
v1.5 (48) with option -q 30. We then calculated transcription
levels in 100-kb genomic bins using BEDtools v2.25.0 (49).
Processed ChIP-seq signal tracks were downloaded from
the UCSC Genome Browser database and aggregated into
100-kb genomic bins using BEDtools v2.25.0. Fold changes
of RNA- and ChIP-seq signals in each compartment were
then defined as the mean signal in the compartment divided
by the mean signal across the entire genome.
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Saddle plots. Compartmentalization saddle plots were
generated using the cooltools v0.3.2 compute-saddle func-
tion using 100-kb observed-over-expected cis and trans ma-
trices, respectively. Prior to the calculation, we clipped 2.5
percentiles of the genome-wide PC1 eigenvector from the
top and bottom to exclude extreme values in the analysis.
The resulting saddle plots were zoomed into 25 equally sized
bins, and a log10 transformation was performed.

Average compartment. Because the currently available
tools for the pile-up analysis of the Hi-C maps can only deal
with chromatin domains and loops, we developed a tool to
compute and visualize the average compartment. This vi-
sualization, referred to here as a pentad, is aimed to repre-
sent short- and long-range contacts within A and B com-
partments and contacts between A and B compartments. It
consists of several piled-up areas from the observed-over-
expected Hi-C matrix that are determined based on the
compartment signal provided by the user (Figure 4A). The
tool can filter the areas based on their dimensions in ge-
nomic bins, the amount of zero-contact pixels, and the dis-
tance between the bases that form the area. The areas that
pass the filters are extracted from the matrix and rescaled
using bilinear interpolation. Rescaled areas of the same
type are averaged genome wide and aggregated into a pen-
tad. It is possible to apply the tool to both cis and trans
compartment interactions. The tool uses a cool file with a
Hi-C contact matrix and a bedGraph file with a compart-
ment signal as the main inputs. The output is the calcu-
lated average compartment in text and image formats. The
tool, documentation, and examples are available at https:
//github.com/magnitov/pentads.

To follow the distribution and density of contacts within
and between A and B compartments, we utilized the de-
scribed tool in application to 100-kb-resolution contact ma-
trices. We considered the areas that had both dimensions
greater than or equal to 3 bins, had a maximum fraction of
zeros less than 0.25, and were closer than 0.75 of the chro-
mosome length to the diagonal. Areas passing these filters
were extracted from the observed-over-expected matrix and
rescaled into 33 × 33 pixel squares using bilinear interpo-
lation. Rescaled areas of the same type were then averaged
genome wide using a median value in each pixel and aggre-
gated into one pentad.

Compartment strength. Compartment strength was calcu-
lated separately for compartments A and B using the pen-
tads for each chromosome per replicate (N = 46). Compart-
ment strength was defined as the sum of long-range con-
tacts within a compartment (top or right square) divided by
the sum of contacts between compartments (middle square)
in the pentad. Statistical differences between compartment
strengths in A and B were determined by a Mann–Whitney
U-test.

AB contacts. The contacts between compartments were
approximated from the calculated pentads for each condi-
tion (N = 3). We extracted the 11 × 11 pixel square from
the middle of the pentad because these contacts represent
the ‘true’ interactions between compartments, not biased
towards low values from the PC1 eigenvector.

TAD detection and analysis

Domain annotation. In this work, we did not distinguish
loop domains generated by loop extrusion (50,51), and
compartmental domains arose from compactization of
genome regions covered by distinct histone modifications
(5). Both types of features are represented by contact do-
mains in Hi-C maps and are referred to as TADs in our
analysis. TADs were annotated using the insulation score al-
gorithm (52) implemented in the cooltools v0.3.2 diamond-
insulation function for 20-kb-resolution contact matrices.
The window size for the insulation score calculation was set
to 360 kb. The bins with a boundary strength higher than
0.1 were considered as TAD boundary bins. These bound-
aries were converted into TADs by continuously joining two
neighboring boundaries together. The TAD boundary co-
ordinate was then set to the coordinate between the anno-
tated boundary bin and the adjacent bin that had a lower
insulation score. We then removed TADs smaller than 60 kb
and those containing a total fraction of zeros greater than
0.5. The resulting number of annotated domains was 4956
in the Control, 4694 in 1,6-hexanediol-treated, and 5010 in
Recovery cells.

Assignment to the compartments. The annotated TADs
were assigned to compartments A or B if the intersection
of the domain with the compartment was greater than 75%.
Using this procedure, we assigned 2852 TADs to compart-
ment A and 1576 to compartment V in the Control, 2051
to A and 2142 to V in 1,6-hexanediol-treated, and 3139 to
A and 1267 to V in Recovery cells.

Average TAD. The average TAD was calculated using
coolpup.py v0.9.5 (53) from 20-kb observed-over-expected
contact matrices. TADs of sizes greater than 60 kb and less
than 3 Mb were used for pile-up generation. The –rescale
and –local options were used, and the rescale size was set to
99 pixels. The density of contacts within the average TAD
was calculated as the mean value of the central 33 × 33 pixel
square.

Average TAD boundary. The average TAD boundary was
calculated using coolpup.py v0.9.5 from 10-kb observed-
over-expected contact matrices with a pad size of ±250 kb
around the TAD boundaries. The boundary strength was
calculated as the mean value of the average intra-TAD inter-
actions (upper-left and bottom-right quarters) divided by
the mean value of average inter-TAD interactions (upper-
right quarter).

Loop detection and analysis

Loop annotation. Loops were annotated using the CPU
version of HiCCUPS (Juicer Tools v1.11.09) (54) for 5-,
10- and 25-kb-resolution contact matrices. For the anno-
tation, we used the recommended parameters for medium-
resolution Hi-C maps. Loop annotations at different reso-
lutions were merged as described previously (4). The total
number of annotated loops is 2837 in the Control, 2381 in
1,6-HD-treated cells and 5709 in Recovery cells.
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Assignment to compartments. The loops were assigned to
compartments A or B if both of their anchors belonged to
the same compartment.

CTCF-associated loops. To identify CTCF-associated
loops, we used the annotated CTCF ChIP-seq peaks. Loops
in which both anchors intersected with at least one CTCF
peak were considered CTCF associated. Using this pro-
cedure, we obtained 1932 loops in the Control (1320 in
compartment A and 362 in compartment V), 1585 in 1,6-
hexanediol-treated (822 in compartment A and 594 in com-
partment V), and 3999 in Recovery (3192 in compartment
A and 344 in compartment V) cells.

Enhancer-promoter loops. To identify enhancer-promoter
loops, we utilized the ENCODE combined chromatin state
segmentation for the HeLa cell line. We searched for loops
that had a ‘TSS’ state in one loop anchor and either an ‘E’
or ‘WE’ state in the other, as described previously (4) (466
total loops, 392 in compartment A and 36 in compartment
B).

Promoter–promoter interactions. Gene pairs with
promoter-promoter interactions (loops) detected by ChIA-
PET and promoter coordinates detected by CapStarr-seq
for the HeLa cell line were obtained from a recent publica-
tion (55) (896 total pairs, 819 in compartment A and 30 in
compartment B).

Average loop. The average loop was calculated using
coolpup.py v0.9.5 on 10-kb observed-over-expected con-
tact matrices with a pad size of ±150 kb around the loop
pixel. Loops of sizes 0.1–1.5 Mb were used for the pile-up
generation. The loop strength was calculated as the mean
value of the central 3 × 3 square pixels. Statistical differ-
ences between individual loop strengths were determined by
a Mann–Whitney U-test.

ChIP-seq

ChIP-seq was performed with an anti-CTCF antibody (Ac-
tive Motif, #61311) as described (56,57) for two biological
replicates. ChIP samples were prepared for next-generation
sequencing using a NEBNext Ultra II DNA library prep
kit for Illumina (New England Biolabs). Libraries were se-
quenced on the Illumina NovaSeq 6000 and resulted in
around 40 million 100-bp single-end reads per sample.

Reads were mapped to the reference human genome
hg19 assembly using Bowtie v2.2.3 with the ‘–very-sensitive’
mode. Non-uniquely mapped reads, possible PCR and op-
tical duplicates were filtered out using SAMtools v1.5. The
bigWig files with the ratio of RPKM normalized ChIP-seq
signal to the input were generated using deepTools v3.4.2
bamCompare function (58). ChIP-seq signal regions over-
lapping with hg19 blacklist regions (59) were discarded.
Peaks were called using PePr (60) with a p-value cutoff of
1e–5 and a sliding window size of 100 bp. The peak calling
procedure annotated 29 957 peaks in control, 30 287 peaks
in 1,6-hexanediol treated, and 31 479 in recovery cells. The
pile-ups of the ChIP-seq signal centered at the peak coor-
dinate were generated using deepTools v3.4.2 computeM-

atrix function with parameters -missingDataAsZero and -
skipZeros followed by plotHeatmap function for visualiza-
tion.

RESULTS

1,6-HD treatment of living cells to study higher-order chro-
matin organization

To investigate the role played by LLPS in spatial genome
organization, we used human HeLa cells that were treated
with 1,6-HD. This aliphatic alcohol is predicted to disrupt
weak hydrophobic interactions, both in vitro and in vivo, dis-
assembling LLPS-dependent macromolecular condensates
(61–63). Molecular condensates depended purely on phase
separation driven by electrostatic interactions are expected
to be unaffected by 1,6-HD treatment (61). Nevertheless,
1,6-HD is the only available tool to test in vivo the contri-
bution of LLPS in the assembly of macromolecular com-
plexes at this moment (63). 1,6-HD has been used in a num-
ber of seminal studies to treat living cells, particularly the
studies that described the involvement of LLPS in super-
enhancer function and heterochromatin domain formation
(21,27,28). Prolonged treatment with 1,6-HD can lead to
cellular membrane rupture and cell death (63,64). To min-
imize 1,6-HD toxicity in vivo and to avoid possible sec-
ondary effects associated with such toxicity, we utilized the
following precautions: (i) limited 5% 1,6-HD treatment to
15 min; and (ii) applied 1,6-HD to HeLa cells that were
first transiently permeabilized with Tween 20 (65). Treat-
ment of living cells with 5% 1,6-HD is widely accepted con-
dition (66–69) that provides disruption of LLPS-driven con-
densates with minimal cytotoxicity. Using cells transiently
permeabilized with Tween 20 additionally lowers 1,6-HD
toxicity that in case of intact non-permeabilized cells is re-
lated to the cytoplasmic membrane rupture (63,64). Gen-
erally, the short-term treatment with Tween 20 to perme-
abilize eukaryotic cells does not affect cell morphology or
metabolic processes, such as transcription and DNA repair
foci formation (65,70). Additionally, we have verified that
the treatments used in our study did not result in cell death
and did not perturb intracellular processes. The treatment
of HeLa cells with Tween 20 alone (1%, 10 min) did not
lead to the appearance of apoptotic cells and did not inhibit
RNA polymerase I and II-dependent transcription (Sup-
plementary Figures S1A and B). The short-term incuba-
tion of transiently permeabilized (Tween 20-treated) cells in
culture medium containing 1,6-HD (5%, 15 min) induced
only moderate levels of apoptosis (Supplementary Figure
S1A). Moreover, the number of apoptotic cells did not sig-
nificantly increase upon the 1.5-h recovery period, during
which cells were incubated in Tween 20- and 1,6-HD-free
medium (Supplementary Figure S1A). Although transcrip-
tion was strongly inhibited by 1,6-HD treatment, it was al-
most fully restored after the recovery period (Supplemen-
tary Figure S1B).

To test the in vivo LLPS-disrupting properties of 1,6-HD
treatment, we applied two different approaches. First, we
investigated the influence of 1,6-HD on LLPS using a re-
cently developed optoDroplet system (40). In this system,
the intrinsically disordered region of an RNP granule pro-
tein FUS is combined with the fluorescent protein mCherry
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and the light-sensitive oligomerization domain of Arabidop-
sis thaliana cryptochrome 2 (CRY2) to generate a fusion
protein that undergoes LLPS in living cells upon blue light
activation (40). HeLa cells, transfected with a plasmid en-
coding the above-described light-sensitive chimeric protein,
were subjected to blue light irradiation in culture medium
either with or without 1,6-HD (5%) (Figure 1A). In con-
trast to Tween 20, 1,6-HD treatment strongly affected the
assembly of optoDroplets in HeLa cells (Figure 1A). After
the 1.5-h-long incubation of the treated cells in 1,6-HD-free
medium, the ability of the transfected cells to assemble op-
toDroplets in response to blue light irradiation was com-
pletely reestablished (Figure 1A). Next, we verified that 1,6-
HD not only interfered with the formation of optoDroplets
but could also promote their disassembly. For this purpose,
we first stimulated optoDroplet formation in HeLa cells and
then added to the culture medium 1,6-HD (5%) (Figure 1B).
The addition of 1,6-HD stimulated the disassembly of op-
toDroplets within several seconds (Figure 1B). We applied
optoDroplet assay to test also the mode of action of 2,5-
hexanediol (2,5-HD), which was considered by some stud-
ies as a negative control for 1,6-HD. Notably, 2,5-HD was
as effective as 1,6-HD in preventing the assembly of opto-
droplets and in promoting their dissolution (Supplementary
Figure S1C-D), making it hardly applicable as a negative
control for experiments with 1,6-HD.

Second, we examined whether the LLPS-dependent
membrane-free intranuclear compartments, such as Cajal
bodies and splicing speckles, were affected by 1,6-HD treat-
ment. These compartments were chosen because they were
reported to be sensitive to 1,6-HD (33,71). The indirect im-
munofluorescence analysis of coilin, a major proteinaceous
component of Cajal bodies, showed that 1,6-HD treatment
(5%, 15 min), but not the treatment with Tween 20 alone,
disrupted these compartments in living cells (Figures 1C
and D). During the 1.5-h-long recovery period in 1,6-HD-
free medium, Cajal bodies were fully re-established (Fig-
ures 1C and D). Structured illumination microscopy (SIM)
of SC35 (SRSF2) combined with the nucleosome cluster-
ing analysis (38) also demonstrated that the treatment with
1,6-HD affected the integrity of splicing speckles (Supple-
mentary Figure S1E).

Together, these data examining 1,6-HD toxicity and its
mode of action argue for the suitability of 1,6-HD treat-
ments to the study of the role of LLPS in higher-order chro-
matin organization in eukaryotic cells.

Chromatin domains became more uniformly distributed upon
1,6-HD treatment

First, we analyzed the distribution of histone H2B in HeLa
cells permeabilized with Tween 20 and non-treated (Con-
trol) or treated with 1,6-HD, using conventional epifluo-
rescence microscopy (Supplementary Figure S1F). Virtu-
ally no changes were detected in the distributions of H2B
in 1,6-HD-treated cells compared with control cells. To ex-
amine the organization of chromatin at a nanoscale reso-
lution, we performed STORM imaging of the core histone
H2B in HeLa cells. The cells were first transiently perme-
abilized with Tween 20 and then either i) not treated (Con-
trol), ii) treated with 5% 1,6-HD for 15 min, or iii) treated

with 1,6-HD for 15 min and then allowed to recover for
1.5 h in a fresh culture medium that did not contain either
Tween 20 or 1,6-HD (Figure 2A). As an additional control,
we used HeLa cells that were incubated with the histone
deacetylase inhibitor sodium butyrate (SB). Treatment with
SB leads to histone hyperacetylation and, thus, can pro-
mote global chromatin decondensation (38,41). In agree-
ment with the previously published data (38,41,72), H2B
appeared to be clustered into discrete chromatin clutches
(Figure 2A). As expected, SB-treated cells showed more dis-
tributed H2B/nucleosome signals throughout the nucleus
than control cells (Figure 2A), validating the STORM anal-
ysis performed.

To analyze quantitatively the effects of 1,6-HD on chro-
matin organization in interphase nuclei, we applied the
analysis based on the spatial descriptive statistics (41,72).
We used the L-function, which quantitatively describes the
probability of identifying a molecule (nucleosome) with
respect to its neighboring molecules as a function of ra-
dial distance (r) (Figure 2B). In control HeLa cells, the L-
function for histone H2B shows a narrow sharp peak, sug-
gesting the presence of clustered nucleosome clutches (Fig-
ure 2C). Treatment of the cells with SB significantly de-
creased the peak height of the L-function plot, indicating
that SB-mediated histone acetylation decondensed chro-
matin clutches (Figure 2C). 1,6-HD treatment resulted in
reduced levels of H2B clustering and a more uniform dis-
tribution of nucleosome clutches throughout the nucleus
as compared to Control cells (Figure 2C). In cells that
were treated with 1,6-HD and then recovered in a fresh
medium, this 1,6-HD-induced trend for uniform distribu-
tion of nucleosome clutches became even more prominent
(Figure 2C).

In summary, the super-resolution microscopy analysis
shows that (i) disruption of weak hydrophobic interactions,
particularly those underlying LLPS, in living cells leads to a
slight decondensation of nucleosome clutches and increased
stochasticity of their distribution throughout the nucleus;
and (ii) the chromatin in the cells treated with 1,6-HD and
recovered in a fresh medium adopts a distinct conformation
as compared to that in both Control and 1,6-HD-treated
cells.

Treatment of living cells with 1,6-HD affects chromatin com-
partment strength

To obtain further insights into the possible contribution of
LLPS in 3D genome organization, we performed in situ Hi-
C analysis on HeLa cells that were first transiently perme-
abilized with Tween 20 and then either (i) not treated with
1,6-HD (Control), (ii) treated with 5% 1,6-HD for 15 min
(Hex5) or (iii) treated with 1,6-HD for 15 min and then al-
lowed to recover in a fresh culture medium that contained
neither Tween 20 nor 1,6-HD for 1.5 h (Recovery). Hi-C
analysis was performed in two biological replicates, using
the DpnII restriction enzyme. Each Hi-C library was se-
quenced to ∼150 million paired-end reads per replicate,
and 75–98 million unique contacts were obtained after data
processing (Supplementary Table S1). Because the biolog-
ical replicates were highly correlated (Supplementary Fig-
ure S2A), we combined them to obtain 158–193 million se-
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Figure 1. 1,6-HD compromises LLPS in living human cells. (A) HeLa cells transfected with pHR-FUSN-mCh-Cry2WT were transiently permeabilized and
then either mock-treated (control), treated with 1,6-HD (5%, 15 min), or treated with 1,6-HD and allowed to recover for 1.5 h. OptoDroplet formation was
monitored as described in (40). Scale bar: 10 �m. (B) HeLa cells transfected with pHR-FUSN-mCh-Cry2WT were light-illuminated to induce optoDroplet
formation. Then 1,6-HD (5%) was added to the culture medium; optoDroplet existence was monitored after ten seconds of incubation with the drug. Scale
bar: 10 �m. (C) Transiently permeabilized HeLa cells were untreated (control), treated with 1,6-HD (5%, 15 min), or treated with 1,6-HD and allowed to
recover for 1.5 h before being stained for coilin (green). Scale bar: 15 �m. (D) Quantification of the samples presented in (C). Percentage of cells containing
coilin foci (i.e. Cajal bodies) are shown.

quenced ligation junctions per experiment (Supplementary
Table S1), which allowed us to construct Hi-C maps at up to
20 kb resolution (Figure 3A, Supplementary Figure S2B).
Interestingly, the dependence of contact probability on ge-
nomic distance, Pc(s), was virtually the same in the Con-
trol and Hex5 samples, but differed in the Recovery sample,
which was characterized by decreased spatial interactions
over distances shorter than 107 bp and increased spatial in-
teractions at longer distances (Figure 3B and Supplemen-
tary Figure S2C). The ratio of cis (intrachromosomal) to
trans (interchromosomal) contacts was also similar between
the Control and Hex5 samples (Figure 3C, Supplementary
Figure S2D) but decreased ∼ 2.5 times in the Recovery sam-

ple, indicating an increased intermingling of chromosome
territories.

Visual inspection of the Hi-C heat maps revealed that the
plaid pattern became less pronounced in Hex5 heat map as
compared with the Control or Recovery heat maps (Fig-
ure 3A), suggesting that the disruption of LLPS by 1,6-
HD compromised chromatin compartmentalization. In the
Recovery, the plaid pattern became even more prominent
as compared to both Control and Hex5, indicating strong
compartmentalization. To systematically analyze the effects
of 1,6-HD treatment on the A/B compartments, we per-
formed independent principal component analyses (PCA)
(1) for the Control, Hex5, and Recovery contact matrices
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Figure 2. Super-resolution microscopy analysis of chromatin organization changes induced by 1,6-HD. (A) Representative STORM images of H2B in
human HeLa cells that had been permeabilized with Tween 20 and either untreated (control), treated with 1,6-HD (5%, 15 min), treated with 1,6-HD and
then incubated in a drug-free medium for 1.5 h, and non-permeabilized cells treated with sodium butyrate (SB; 5 mM, 14 h). Scale bar: 1 �m. Magnified
images from the boxed regions in the image of each nucleus are shown. Scale bar: 0.2 �m. (B) A simplified scheme for L-function analysis. The scheme
shows clustered (red circles) or random (blue circles) particles around the origin point (black circle). L-function plots of clustered and random patterns are
shown. (C) L-function plots of chromatin using the same conditions as described in (A). The shaded parts of the curves represent 95% confidence intervals
(CIs). For each condition, n = 14–23 cells.

and used publicly available profiles of epigenetic markers
(Supplementary Table S2) to validate compartment seg-
mentation (Supplementary Figure S3A). The values of the
principal component 1 (PC1) demonstrated a good corre-
lation between the Control, Hex5, and Recovery samples
(Spearman’s correlation, ρ = 0.82–0.92; Supplementary
Figure S3B). Only approximately 14.5% of the genomic bins
switched their compartment states between the Hex5 and
Control samples (Supplementary Figure S3C). We there-
fore concluded that 1,6-HD treatment did not substantially
change the A/B-compartment profile genome wide. We next

separately analyzed the compartment strength in the Con-
trol, Hex5, and Recovery matrices for cis-interactions. Of
note, for all samples, interactions in cis were more promi-
nent in the B compartment, whereas interactions in trans
occurred preferentially within the A compartment (Figure
3D), in line with previous observations (73,74). The strength
of the A compartment decreased upon treatment with 1,6-
HD and did not change further in the Recovery sample. The
strength of the B compartment also reduced in the Hex5
sample, but in the Recovery sample, this strength increased
to a level exceeding that of the Control sample (Figure 3E).
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Figure 3. 1,6-HD treatment alters the strength of A and B compartments. (A) Visualization of Control, Hex5, and Recovery contact matrices at a 100-kb
resolution. The compartment profiles are shown below the maps. (B) Dependence of contact probability, Pc(s), on genomic distance, s, for Control, Hex5,
and Recovery samples. Black lines show the slopes for Pc(s) = s−0.75 and Pc(s) = s−1.5. A magnified view of a section of the graph is presented in the
top-right corner of the picture. Note that the Control and Hex5 curves are almost completely merged. (C) Ratio between cis (intrachromosomal) and trans
(interchromosomal) contacts in Control, Hex5 and Recovery contact matrices. (D) Heatmaps (saddle plots) showing log10 values of contact enrichments
between genomic regions belonging to A and B compartments. (E) Compartment strength in cis in Control, Hex5, and Recovery contact matrices. ****P
< 0.0001, **P < 0.01, n.s. – non-significant difference in a Mann–Whitney U-test.

To consider separately the contribution of transient cell per-
meabilization with Tween 20 to the changes in higher-order
chromatin organization observed in the Recovery experi-
ment, we performed an additional in situ Hi-C analysis on
HeLa cells either (i) treated with 1% Tween 20 for 10 min, or
(ii) treated with Tween 20 for 10 min and then incubated for
1 h 45 min in a fresh culture medium that did not contain
Tween 20. Hi-C analysis was performed in two biological
replicates (Supplementary Figure S4A); sequencing statis-
tics are shown in Supplementary Table S1. In these exper-
iments, we did not observe a decrease of the cis/trans ra-
tio (Supplementary Figure S4B), considerable changes of
a plaid pattern in Hi-C maps (Supplementary Figure S4C),
or significant differences in genome coverage with compart-
ments (Supplementary Figure S4D) after prolonged (1 h 45

min) incubation in a fresh medium of cells that had been
permeabilized with Tween 20. Moreover, after the recovery
period, we did not observe a substantial increase of B com-
partment strength as compared to cells analyzed immedi-
ately after permeabilization (Supplementary Figure S4E).
We therefore concluded that the above-discussed changes
of the 3D genome observed upon recovery after 1,6-HD
treatment could be attributed solely to the effects of 1,6-HD
treatment.

Taken together, our observations suggest that 1,6-HD-
mediated LLPS suppression leads to a partial intermixing
of chromatin compartments, manifested in a smoothing of
the plaid pattern in the Hex5 Hi-C map and a decrease in
compartment strength. The different behaviors of the A and
B compartments upon LLPS restoration after 1,6-HD re-
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moval may indicate that distinct molecular mechanisms are
responsible for the generation and/or maintenance of each
compartment.

1,6-HD treatment irreversibly modifies the internal structure
of compartments and compromises their spatial segregation

To gain a more comprehensive picture of the intra- and in-
tercompartment interactions that occur at various genomic
distances, we developed a pentad analysis. In this approach,
we divided the entire Hi-C map for each chromosome into
five characteristic fields, which formed a pentad that was av-
eraged genome wide (Figure 4A). The A and B types lie on
the map diagonal and represent interactions within continu-
ous genomic fragments constituting either A or B compart-
mental domains. Analyses of these zones allowed us to track
contact frequencies at short distances inside compartmen-
tal domains. Zones AA, BB, and AB do not lean on the map
diagonal and represent long-range interactions both inside
the compartments (AA and BB) and between them (AB).
The pentads clearly showed that the distributions of spatial
contacts within zones A and B were strikingly different (Fig-
ure 4B). For all samples, the observed contact frequency at
the map diagonal was higher than expected for the A com-
partment and lower than expected for the B compartment,
which was enriched with more distant interactions. This re-
sult reflects the more compact chromatin state in the B com-
partment.

Comparisons between the Control and Hex5 pentads
showed that the above-described total decrease in the A
compartment strength observed for the Hex5 sample (Fig-
ure 3D and E) was entirely mediated by the loss of con-
tacts at long distances (zone AA), whereas short-range in-
teractions (near the diagonal within zone A) were enriched
in 1,6-HD-treated cells (Figure 4C). In contrast, the over-
all decrease in the B compartment strength observed in the
Hex5 sample (Figure 3D and E) was mediated by the deple-
tion of spatial contacts at both short- and long-range dis-
tances. These changes in the intracompartmental contact
profiles following 1,6-HD treatment were accompanied by
increased interactions between compartments, indicating
the weakening of their spatial segregation (Figure 4C and
D) that was also observed as smoothing of the plaid pat-
tern in Hex5 Hi-C maps (Figure 3A). Strikingly, removing
1,6-HD from the culture medium (Recovery) did not restore
the initial contact frequencies, either inside compartments
or between them. In the Recovery sample, compared with
the Control sample, the B compartment became much more
compact, both at short- and long-range distances, whereas
the number of contacts inside the entire A compartment did
not attain the control level. The quantitation of contact fre-
quencies demonstrated a slight decrease in AB contacts fol-
lowing 1,6-HD removal. However, the level of AB contacts
still exceeded that observed in the Control (Figure 4D). No-
tably, pentad analysis of Tween 20-permeabilized cells and
cells incubated in a fresh culture medium after Tween 20
removal showed only modest changes in contact frequency
within compartments, and the changes in B compartment
strength occurred in the opposite direction as compared to
those observed in Recovery sample (Supplementary Figure
S4F).

Taken together, these results suggested that 1,6-HD treat-
ment removed some constrains on large-scale chromatin
folding, which resulted in perturbations that could not
be easily reversed but allowed for the alternative refold-
ing of chromatin fiber during the Recovery experiment.
Previously, Amat et al. (75) reported hyperosmotic shock-
induced changes in chromatin compartments that closely
resembled the changes observed in our study, as demon-
strated by the analysis of their data using the pentad algo-
rithm (Supplementary Figure S5). However, hyperosmotic
shock-induced changes were fully reversed upon the return
of cells to normal conditions.

1,6-HD treatment reversibly changes TAD compaction and
weakens enhancer-promoter loops

We next analyzed the effects of 1,6-HD treatment on chro-
matin folding, at the scale of TADs and loops (Supplemen-
tary Figure S6A, B). In the Hex5 sample, compared with
the Control sample, TADs became more compact in the
A compartment and a little less compact in the B com-
partment (Figure 5A). In contrast to the contact frequen-
cies in the compartments, the contact frequencies inside
TADs almost fully reverted to the Control level in the Re-
covery sample. As revealed by the analysis of contact fre-
quency between adjacent TADs, 1,6-HD treatment resulted
in a remarkable decrease in TAD insulation in the A but
not in the B compartment (Figure 5B, C). Interestingly,
similar to the B compartment strength (Figure 3E), TAD
insulation in A compartment did not revert to the Con-
trol level in the Recovery sample, but became more promi-
nent. This result is in agreement with the observed reduc-
tion in contact frequencies at genomic distances of 0.1–1
Mb (Figure 3B) and the decreased number of cis contacts
in the Recovery (Figure 3C). Notably, we did not observe
any changes in TAD insulation in the experiments with
Tween-permeabilized cells (Supplementary Figure S6C, D).
Because mammalian TADs are formed by CTCF/cohesin-
mediated loop extrusion (50,51,76), we considered a possi-
bility that the observed decrease in TAD insulation could
be triggered by a depletion of the chromatin-bound frac-
tion of CTCF and cohesin. To test this supposition, we per-
formed chromatin immunoprecipitation with anti-CTCF
antibodies, followed by DNA sequencing (ChIP-seq; Sup-
plementary Figure S6E). The CTCF binding profiles in the
Control, Hex5, and Recovery samples were virtually iden-
tical (Figure 5D, E, Supplementary Figure S6F). Accord-
ingly, the strength of CTCF-mediated loops only slightly
decreased upon 1,6-HD treatment (Figure 5F, G, Supple-
mentary Figure S6G). Additionally, as revealed by Western
blot analysis of chromatin fractions, neither CTCF nor co-
hesin (Rad21 subunit) were depleted from the fraction of
proteins strongly associated with chromatin upon 1,6-HD
treatment (Supplementary Figure S6H).

Taken together, these observations suggest that 1,6-HD
treatment did not affect the cohesin and CTCF binding
across the genome, allowing chromatin fibers to adopt their
initial compaction profiles inside TADs after 1,6-HD re-
moval. The decrease of TAD insulation upon 1,6-HD treat-
ment suggests, therefore, that LLPS along with loop extru-
sion contributes to the TAD compaction.
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Figure 4. Pentad analysis of A and B compartments upon 1,6-HD treatment. (A) Schematic representation of the principal of pentad analysis. (B) Plots
(pentads) showing the observed-over-expected contact frequencies inside the A and B compartments at short (A, B; compartmental domains) and large
genomic distances (AA, BB) and between compartments (AB). (C) Pairwise subtractions of Control, Hex5, and Recovery pentads. (D) Boxplots showing
the contact frequencies between the A and B compartments. ****P < 0.0001 in a Mann–Whitney U-test.

To study the effects of 1,6-HD treatment on the spa-
tial communication among genome regulatory elements, we
identified enhancer- (E–P) and promoter–promoter (P–P)
loops in the Control Hi-C matrix using chromatin state an-
notation (77). In total, we annotated 466 E–P loops (392
in compartment A and 36 in compartment B) and 896 P–
P loops (819 in compartment A and 30 in compartment
B). Previously, E–P communications have been reported to
occur within phase-separated multi-molecular assemblies
(27,28). However, whether 1,6-HD-mediated LLPS sup-
pression can affect preformed interactions that were po-
tentially stabilized by other mechanisms, such as specific
protein–protein interactions between transcription factors,
remains unclear (78). Our analysis demonstrated that 1,6-
HD treatment significantly reduced the strength of E–P
loops (P = 9.3 × 10−9, Mann–Whitney U-test; Figure 5H–
J) in both A and B compartments (Supplementary Figure
S6I); in the Recovery sample, E–P loops reverted to the
Control level. In contrast, the overall strength of P–P loops,
a major part of which also belonged to the A compartment,
remained practically unaffected upon 1,6-HD treatment (P
= 0.11, Mann–Whitney U-test; Figure 5H, I). Only loops
located in compartment B and that constituted a minor
fraction of P–P loops (3.3%) were weakened in Hex5 and
returned to a nearly Control level in Recovery (Supplemen-
tary Figure S6J). We suppose that the decrease of E–P and

P–P loop strength in the B compartment in the Hex5 sample
might be a result of the general decrease in contact density
within the B compartment at short genomic distances (Fig-
ure 4C).

DISCUSSION

Recent evidence suggests that LLPS may contribute to the
spatial organization of the eukaryotic genome, particularly
to the assembly of the inactive chromatin compartment (21–
23) and to the mediation of E–P contacts (30). However,
most observations related to the role played by LLPS in
chromatin folding have either been indirect or based on in
vitro experiments (20,21,24,79–81). At the same time, it has
been reported that condensed chromatin behaves as a solid
rather than a liquid both in vitro and in vivo (82,83). Here,
we used the LLPS compromising agent, 1,6-HD (28), to di-
rectly address the role played by LLPS in the shaping of the
3D genome in living cells. We found that under conditions
that were sufficient to affect Cajal bodies and splicing speck-
les and that prevented optoDroplet formation, LLPS sup-
pression did not lead to substantial changes in chromatin
folding. However, our results suggest that LLPS partially
contributes to chromatin compaction at both the local (nu-
cleosome clutches) and whole-chromosome (A/B compart-
ments) levels. As revealed by STORM analysis, 1,6-HD-
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Figure 5. 1,6-HD treatment reversibly changes TAD compaction, does not affect CTCF binding, and compromises enhancer-promoter interactions. (A)
Average TADs for the Control, Hex5, and Recovery samples. Number in the upper-left corner shows the enrichment of contacts inside the TAD square
over the background. (B) Average TAD boundary for the Control, Hex5, and Recovery samples. Number in the upper-right corner shows the boundary
strength calculated as the mean value of the average intra-TAD interactions (upper-left and bottom-right quarters) divided by the mean value of average
inter-TAD interactions (upper-right quarter). (C) Averaged insulation score profile around TAD boundaries (±0.3 Mb). (D) Examples of CTCF-binding
profiles in the Control, Hex5, and Recovery samples. The dark-blue rectangles below the profiles schematically show gene positions. (E) Heatmaps of CTCF
ChIP-seq signal centered at CTCF peak position (±1 kb). (F) Average CTCF-mediated loop. Number in the upper-left corner shows the enrichment of
contacts inside the loop pixel over the background. (G) Related to (F): boxplots showing the enrichment of observed signal over expected in the central pixel
of the corresponding average loop plot. ****P < 0.0001, **P < 0.01 in a Mann–Whitney U-test. (H) Average enhancer- (E–P) and promoter–promoter
(P–P) loops. Number in the upper-left corner shows the enrichment of contacts inside the loop pixel over the background. (I) Related to (H): boxplots
showing the enrichment of observed signal over expected in the central pixel of the average CTCF loop plot. ****P < 0.0001, ***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01,
n.s. – non-significant difference in a Mann–Whitney U-test. (J) Representative examples of weakened E–P loops following 1,6-HD treatment. Loop pixels
are highlighted with a circle and arrow. E, enhancer region, P, promoter region. H3K4me3, H3K27ac, chromatin state (ChromHMM), and gene profiles
are shown according to the UCSC genome browser. The resolution of the Hi-C maps is 20 kb.

mediated compromising of LLPS in living cells resulted in
a more uniform distribution of nucleosome clutches over
the nuclear space. This result agrees with recently published
data showing that short, artificial nucleosome arrays can
form liquid phase-separated droplets, both under physio-
logical conditions in vitro and when injected into the cell nu-
cleus (79). However, 1,6-HD treatment did not destroy the
clutches, suggesting the participation of other factors, such

as electrostatic interactions of nucleosomes (82) and macro-
molecule crowding, in the formation of nucleosome assem-
blies (34). It should be noted that our observations do not
agree with the results of Maeshima’ group, which showed
that 1,6-HD treatment results in chromatin condensation
(84). However, these authors worked with living cells and
did not use permeabilization. The effects observed in their
study could, therefore, be attributed to both membrane rup-
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ture and liquid condensate disruption by 1,6-HD, whereas
we specifically analyzed the effect of the liquid condensate
disruption.

Although the megabase-scale chromatin compartmen-
talization was generally retained in 1,6-HD-treated nuclei,
moderate compartment mixing, a decrease of the strength
of both A and B compartments, and changes in both intra-
and inter-TAD interactions occurred as a result of 1,6-HD
treatment. Three important observations are particularly
worth commenting upon.

First, the strength of the A compartment decreased at
long distances but increased at short distances after 1,6-
HD treatment. This finding is potentially related to the spe-
cial features of transcriptionally active chromatin, which
may form distinct liquid condensates due to the recruit-
ment of multi-bromodomain proteins (79). Within these
condensates, which also contain various components of
the transcription machinery and nascent RNAs, associa-
tions of remote promoters within transcription factories
and enhancer-promoter interactions result in the genera-
tion of a network of long-distance contacts (85). The disrup-
tion of liquid condensates associated with active chromatin
could, therefore, explain the decrease of long-distance con-
tacts within the A compartment and the establishment of
short-distance interactions that could reflect a partial com-
paction of loci active in Control cells and which is transcrip-
tionally repressed upon 1,6-HD treatment. In line with this
supposition, we observed a weakening of E–P interactions
upon 1,6-HD treatment and their reestablishment after 1,6-
HD removal. Interestingly, the association of promoters in
transcription factories manifested in P–P loops was not af-
fected by 1,6-HD. Although transcription factories have at-
tracted significant attention (reviewed in (86,87)), their na-
ture remains obscure. It has been reported that transcrip-
tion factories remain stable in the absence of transcription
(88). Although a contribution of LLPS in the assembly of
transcription factories cannot be excluded, our data suggest
that transcription factories are also stabilized by forces dis-
tinct from LLPS.

The second important observation is that the 1,6-HD
treatment did not affect CTCF and cohesin abundance on
DNA but resulted in a remarkable decrease in TAD in-
sulation, specifically in the A compartment. This observa-
tion suggests that LLPS contributes to the compaction of
TADs initially formed by the loop extrusion mechanism
(50,51,76). Cohesin-driven extrusion generates numerous
transient contacts between chromatin fiber fragments upon
passage of the extrusion complex. Juxtoposing of transcrip-
tionally active loci bound by IDR-containing proteins (such
as active enhancers and promoters occupied with Bromod-
omain transcriprion factors and RNA polymerase II) might
potentially facilitate the formation of liquid condensates via
the increasing of a local concentration of factors liable to
establish weak non-specific interactions. 1,6-HD-mediated
suppression of LLPS results in at least partial disassembly
of intra-TAD condensates (manifested, in particular, in a
weakening of E–P loops, see above) that leads to the loss
of contacts between corresponding loci and, consequently,
to the reversible decrease in TAD packaging. However, be-
cause the LLPS suppression does not impact CTCF and
cohesin binding, preformed CTCF/cohesin-mediated loops

(and, perhaps, ongoing loop extrusion) maintain overall
TAD integrity.

The third noticeable observation is that the removal of
1,6-HD from the culture medium did not allow chromatin
to adopt its initial configuration: the strength of the A com-
partment did not increase to the Control level, whereas the
B compartment became more densely packed as compared
to Control cells. These results suggest that the compromis-
ing of LLPS releases certain constraints imposed on chro-
matin folding by a variety of biological processes. We as-
sume that a complex of mechanisms governing chromatin
compartmentalization could be considered as a ‘check and
balance system’ constraining chromatin in a biologically
relevant configuration (Figure 6). Compromising of the
system’s elements (in this case, 1,6-HD-mediated LLPS
disruption) with its subsequent restoration does not pro-
vide a rapid reversion to a normal state because the en-
tire system has been disbalanced. Rather, during the Re-
covery experiment, chromatin adopts a novel (apparently,
thermodynamically favorable but not relevant biologically)
configuration.

It has been proposed that heterochromatin initially
formed by nucleosome interactions (82) serves as a scaf-
fold for the assembly of an inactive-type liquid conden-
sate via the attraction of HP1 and other architectural pro-
teins (89,90). Assuming that ‘active’ condensates containing
RNA-polymerase, mediator and multi-bromodomain pro-
teins, and ‘repressive condensates’ containing HP1 are not
compatible with each other, it is easy to see why their dis-
ruption results in a partial mixing of compartments. How-
ever, due to the fact that the observed mixing is far from
prominent, we suggest that chromatin compartmentaliza-
tion is driven and also maintained (and, perhaps, predom-
inantly) by other features of active and repressed chro-
matin, including the inability of interactions between acety-
lated nucleosomes of active loci and non-acetylated nucle-
osomes of repressed regions (42). Furthermore, the over-
all nuclear architecture might facilitate a spatial segregation
of A and B compartments. For example, repressed loci are
positioned at the nuclear lamina and in the perinucleolar
space, whereas active chromatin tends to be located towards
the nuclear interior (91). Because chromatin attachment to
the nuclear lamina is supported by specific protein-protein
interactions (92), LLPS disruption might affect the internal
structure of lamina-associated domains (decondensation of
B compartments observed in 1,6-HD-treated cells) but can-
not trigger their repositioning inside the nucleus, with a sub-
sequent substantial intermingling with the active portion
of the genome. Thus, the spatial segregation of active and
repressed chromatin represents a stable feature of the 3D
genome organization that persists under various influences
such as LLPS disruption, hyperosmotic shock (75), or heat
shock (93).

In conclusion, our results demonstrated that 1,6-HD-
sensitive LLPS is not the primary force supporting local and
global spatial genome organization but rather contributes
to the fine-tuning of the 3D genome. The possibility that
LLPS may be more important for 3D genome assembly
under certain conditions (for example, after mitosis) and
the relationships between LLPS and the other chromatin-
shaping factors deserve further consideration.
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Figure 6. Schematic summarizing all of the obtained results. LLPS is a part of a ‘check-and-balances system’ of different forces shaping the 3D genome.
LLPS disruption affects the system, resulting in the partial compromise of nucleosome clutch assemblies, decrease in compartment strength, and enhancer-
promoter communication. LLPS restoration in such an unbalanced system does not allow chromatin to adopt its initial configuration but results in a new
configuration.
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